
Best automated grammar checkers to 
proofread your thesis – 2022 

 

Are you tired of your spelling and grammatical errors? Are you tired of reading your essays over and 

over again and still failing to make them 100% error-free? Well, worry no further. There are scores of 

automated grammar checkers that will help you weed out all of the grammatical errors from your essays 

and research papers. 

 

 

 

Teachers demand error-free content from students and in case of spelling and grammatical errors, they 

penalize students. They deduct several points depending on the number of errors. However, writing 

error-free texts is no walk in the park. Even best-selling authors fail to write perfect, error-free drafts in 

one go. They either go through their texts several times or take help from professional proofreaders to 

make sure that their text is error-free. A professional essay writer knows the importance of 

proofreading. They also know that 

 

Are you tired of asking your friends, and siblings to proofread your written assignments? Well, you can 

take help from any of the online cheap essay writing service. You can get professional essay writers to 

proofread your text at a very cheap rate. Some might even do it for free if you are their regular 

customer or got your essay from them. 

 

https://writemyessayfast.net/


Writing a thesis is a cumbersome task. However, most of the students are not annoyed and frustrated 

by the custom writing process as much as they are frustrated by the spelling and grammatical errors. 

Despite reading their drafts several times, they fail to weed out errors. Frustrated, oftentimes people 

send their thesis without proofreading. Then their supervisors ask them to revise the thesis. They only 

embarrass them in front of their teachers. 

 

If you want to save yourself from such an embarrassment, you should consider taking help from a best 

essay writing service. If you are unable to afford that you can use an automated grammar checker. Here 

is a list of some of the best-automated grammar checkers to proofread your thesis: 

 

Grammarly 

 

If you want to keep yourself from making embarrassing typos and grammatical errors, you must start 

using Grammarly. It is useful not only for native speakers but also for non-English speakers. The best 

thing about Grammarly is that you can connect it with your search engine as well as office and 

thereafter, it will highlight mistakes promptly. Even its free version is quite helpful. 

 

ProWritingAid 

 

This is considered an ideal tool for fictional writers. Hundreds and thousands of professional writers use 

this tool to weed out their mistakes. It helps with self-editing and also generates insightful reports. It 

acts as an online writing tutor or coach. 

 

Ginger 

 

It is quite similar to Grammarly in offering grammar and spell checks for free. Its paid version is more 

affordable than Grammarly. It is a useful personal dictionary and also generates insightful writing 

reports. It helps you make your texts error-free. 

 

WhiteSmoke 

 

It is a great tool for editing as well as grammar and punctuation checks. It is a great tool for business 

writers and students. Its free version is only compatible with a web browser. However, the paid version 

can be connected with MS Office as well. 

https://writemyessayfast.net/
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After the Deadline 

 

It is a web app that highlights your grammatical errors and offers suggestions to resolve issues. You can 

add a web browser plug-in and enjoy free grammar checking. In addition to identifying grammatical 

errors, it also highlights the misused word as well as style mistakes. 

 

Pro tip: Never totally depend on these automated tools. Always give your drafts an extra read from 

professional like SharkPapers to make sure that there are no embarrassing typos and grammatical 

errors.   

  

 

https://sharkpapers.com/

